FBI

Date: 2/29/64

Transmit the following in (Type in plain text or code)

Via TELETYPING (Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO NEW ORLEANS /100-16601/
FROM DALLAS /100-10461/

LEE HARVEY OSWALD, AKA, IS - R - CUBA.

RE NEW ORLEANS AIRTEL TO BUREAU DECEMBER FOUR LAST,
SUBSEQUENT THREE ZERO TWO REFLECTING INTERVIEW OF MYRA SILVER
AND INVESTIGATION TO IDENTIFY ALBERT OSBORNE-JOHN HOWARD BOWEN
IMMEDIATELY EXHIBIT PHOTOGRAPHS OF OSBORNE-BOWEN TO MYRA
SILVER AND OTHER LOGICAL PERSONNEL OF JONES PRINTING COMPANY
TO DETERMINE IF THEY CAN IDENTIFY HIM AS PERSON THAT ORDERED
QUOTE HANDS OFF CUBA UNQUOTE HANDBILLS. SUTEL IF POSITIVE,
EIGHTY COPIES
IF NEGATIVE, SUBMIT RESULTS BY FD THREE ZERO TWO FOR INCLUSION
IN REPORT BEING PREPARED.
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Approved: Special Agent in Charge
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